
Medicines without feeling disgusted 

Some people don't like medicines.  

The reasons of that is the tastes, size, and others so we searched how to take 

medicines without feeling disgusted. This paper focuses on taking medicines with 

food for taking it efficiently and without bad feelings. 

We performed questionnaire for deepen our study. 80students were asked 

three questions. First, “Do you like medicines?” Second, “What shape of medicine do 

you dislike? Last, “What taste did you like when you are a little child?"    

 

Graph 1 Have your children been reluctant medicines?

 

 

Pie graph 1 shows the number of people whose young children have been 

reluctant to take a medicines. The survey was conducted by the Internet. 85.8％ of 

the respondent said “Yes.” 
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Graph 2 Do you like medicines? 

 

 

Pie graph 2 shows the number of people who don’t like medicines. The data 

were by questionnaire for high school students and 28.8％ of respondent said “yes.” 

The chart shows the kind of medicines that is hated by many people. First place 

is powdered medicines, and second place is a medicine in a capsule. In addition, third 

place is tablet. 

 

Chart1.What shape do you dislike for medicines? 

1st Powdered medicines 

2nd Medicines in the capsules 

3rd Tablet  

 

From these three data, most of the children hate medicines and even high school 
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students include the people of 30% with especially powdered medicines. 

From the analysis of the previous results there are both positives and negatives 

on the style of questionnaire this research. 

First, one of the positives is that as the two pie graphs show, most people have 

been reluctant to take medicines when they are small. And even high school students, 

about 30-perenct of them did not like them, so we can think that our study will help 

someone. 

Second, the negative point is that, the answer of the questionnaire was different 

from what we needed.  It was caused by our mistake when we set questions. So we 

thought and search about the date we need. 

The results of the questionnaire did not connect to solve our question or some 

social issues, so we changed the way to search for literature and the Internet.     

We conducted a questionnaire about medicine. However, it was difficult for us 

to do the experiment, so we researched on literature.  

From the Internet, the way to thin the bitter taste of medicine down food was 

found.  For example, Ice cream is good for mix because its coldness paralysis our 

tongue and so we don’t feel the bitter tastes.    

Moreover we thought the way to make children happy about taking medicine. 

For example, write some praise massage on the package of medicines, or print some 

popular characters on the package of medicines. 

There are some cautionary notes, for example, mixing in irrelevant food may 



create more unappetizing things, or also encourage children to dislike food. 

 However, these ways may help some children and their parents  

Through doing these way, it may be possible to take medicines without feeling 

disgusted, and that will be for some children or their parents. 
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